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Abstract
An algorithm for computing the C2 induced norm of a sampled-data system is
summarized. The computational details of this algorithm are spelled out, bring-
ing together the recent advances in tOO theory on sampled-data systems with the
discrete-time /oo problem. The algorithm is stated in an explicit and rigorous way,
and implementation-oriented issues are considered.
1 Introduction
The theory of designing E7/ optimal controllers[10] has undergone a significant advance-
nlent with the development of state-space solutions for the general problem[9]. This the-
ory, however, does not handle the problem of designing digital controllers for continuous-
tiTne systems with continuous-time performance specifications, otherwise known as the
sampled-data problem. This has been the target of vigorous research by many researchers
[2, 3, 5, 6, 17, 18] for the 'I" problem, and [1, 19, 22] for the Oe problem.
In [2], Bamieh and Pearson developed a theory for designing digital controllers for
continuous-time systems that minimize the £2 induced norm of the closed loop system.
Their solution was based on a lifting technique by which one converts the periodic closed
loop operator to a time-invariant infinite-dimensional one. (Similar ideas appear in [3, 24].)
It was shown that the solution of this problem is equivalent to the solution of a pure
discrete-time problem.
In this report, the results in [2] are utilized to provide a simple bisection algorithm
for computing the £2 induced norm for a hybrid sampled-data system. This gives a way
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to analyze closed loop systems, with a given controller. Methods for computing the C2
induced norm have been proposed in [5], in which only an approximate solution is given.
Also, an alternate approach is given in [17, 18], however, the results should be supplemented
in order to form it as a complete algorithm.
This report is primarily based on [2]. The basic objective is to summarize the steps
involved in computing the 7H' norm of a sampled-data system, and discuss some of the
computational issues involved. In particular, this report brings several pieces of the theory
together to present a rigorous algorithm that can be effectively used for computation.
2 Preliminaries
As usual, a signal is modeled as a function (continuous-time case) or a sequence (discrete-
time case) and a system is modeled as a linear operator between such spaces.
The space of real numbers is denoted by R. Symbols £2[0, co) and C2[0, r) denote usual
tinme-domain Lebesgue spaces, and C2[0, oo) denotes the extended version of £2[0, oo)[81.
For simplicity sometimes we omit the dimension of spaces and, for example, write C2[0, oo)
instead of £2[0, oo)" when there is no fear of confusion.
When X is Banach space we define ex as {{fill fi E X for i = 0,1,...} and x2 as
a set of all elements of ix that satisfy ll{fi}ll[t := {E o{llfillx} 2 }"/ 2 < oo. Here Xr is
actually a Banach space itself with the above norm Il{fi}llLt [7, III.4.4]. In this report we
use mostly Ien and c10[O,,)-.
The norms of Banach spaces X, Y induce a norm on a linear operator M from X to Y
by suPEX,llzllx=1 IIMzIIy. When X and Y are vector spaces over the same space, say Z,
we simply write the norm as IIM][z regardless of their dimensions. Furthermore sometimes
a norm is denoted without a symbol of the space when it is obvious from the context.
A sampled-data system considered in this report is shown in Figure 1. It is made of
a linear continuous-time time-invariant (LCTI) generalized plant G, a linear discrete-time
tinme-invariant (LDTI) controller C, an ideal sampler S, (with period r) and a zero-order
hold H, (with period r).
Here we assume G: £C2[0, o)' (D C2[0, oo)U -+ £[0, oo)Z L2[0, oo)' has the form:
G[ W(tt) ] Z(t) 
i(t) = Ax(t) + Biw(t) + B 2 u(t),
z(t) = Cxl(t) + Dl1w(t) + D12 u(t), (1)
y(t) = C 2x(t) + D21w(t) + D 22u(t),
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Figure 1: Sampled-data system
and D 11, D 12,D 21 ,D 2 2 are all equal to 0. (The notation [o0,oo), C2[0O, o)u,... stands
for w being the dimension of the signal w(t) and u the dimension of the signal u(t), etc...)
Also we assume C: £e, -- Ie. has the form:
C: {y,} {-;ui
Xe,i+l = Acxc,i + Byi (2
Ui = Ccxc,i + Dcyi.
The matrices A, B 1, B 2 ... ,A,, Bc,... are all real and constant-valued.
Remark: It is assumed that an anti-aliasing filter has been introduced before the sampler
and is absorbed in G. This justifies the assumption that D 21, D 22 = O. Note that y(t) is
actually a continuous signal because of this and it guarantees validity of operation of S,
on y(t). See [2] for more detail. The rather strong assumptions, Dl, D 12 = 0, are needed
to get explicit formulas for the operator compositions in Proposition 3.
For notation convenience, we write the above as
. B1 iB2
G= C1 O O 0
C2 o o0 c
C C | 
3, d
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Moreover a sampler S,.: (continuous elements of 2[O, oo)y) -- i, and a holder H,.:
t -,* 2[O, oo)u are defined as
(S.y(t))i := y(i.); (3)
(H.{u,})(t) = ui for ir < t < (i + 1)r. (4)
Let S(P, K) denote a dosed loop system made of a generalized plant P and a controller
K, and let F(P, K) denote the mapping from the exogenous input to the regulated output
of S(P, K). Then the system of Figure 1 can be described as S(G, H,.CS
.
) and the mapping
from w(t) to z(t) can be described as F(G, HCS,).
Finally we define a stability of the sampled-data system. We say the system S(G, HCS
.
)
is internally stable if there exists positive constants a, f3,a,, Pe such that with w(t) = 0
and for every initial condition (x(0), x2,o) we have
11:(t)ll < e-"t llz(o)ll [ for all t > 0,
IZe.ill < 3ecei llE,oll for all i > 0,
where 11l.11 is the usual 2-norm for vectors. The next proposition follows from Proposition 3.7
in [18].
Proposition 1 If the system S(G, H,CS
.
) is internally stable then IIJ.(G,H, CS,)II is
finite.
The converse is not true in general. (It holds if some kind of controllability and observability
conditions are satisfied[18].) So our goal is to find an algorithm that 1) tests internal
stability, and 2) computes the norm of S(G, HCS1 ) if stable.
3 The Lifting Technique
In this section we summarize the lifting technique of Bamieh and Pearson and state their
result on the sampled-data system of Figure 1. See [2] for details.
First a lifting operator W,: 2C[0, oo) -- C20[O,) is defined as
W. : f(t) i/(t)},
ji(t):=f(ir + t) for 0<t<r.
Lifting implies that the continuous-time signal is broken into a sequence of signals sup-
ported on an interval of length r (see Figure 2). Clearly, the lifting operator is linear
and bijective. The restriction of W, on £2[0, oo) ranges over 122[Or) and in fact it is an
isomorphism (norm preserving).
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Figure 2: Lifting operator W, (from [1])
Next a lifting of a LCTI system M : :[0,oo) - C[0,oo) is defined as WIMW,-.
From the isomorphic property, if IIMl!i,:[o,o) < oo then
IIMIIzo,0) =I= tIW.MWV-A llb.'o, .
Applying the above to the closed loop sampled-data system, we get W,.F(G, HCS,)W.- 1'
We can write this as Y(O, C) and the system as S(O, C) by defining 0 as
(see Figure 3). The system G has a 'state-space representation' as follows:
x((i + 1)r) = eATx(ir) + j eA(I- )Btbi(s)ds + (r)B2Ui,
,i(t) = C,eAtx(ir) + j CieA(t-')B1bi,(s)ds + CjfJl(t)B2ui, (5)
yi = C2x(ir),
where tbi(t) = W(ir+t), ii(t) = Z(ir+t) and '(t) = fJ eA'ds. This is similar to a state-space
representation of an ordinary LDTI system except that ,i~(t), ;i(t) are functions instead
of constant vectors and operated on by linear operators instead of constant matrices. The
similarities become clearer if we write the presentation as
x((i + 1)r) = AX(iT) + B1itb(t) + B 2Ui
i,(t) := ,x(ir) + D3tbi(t) + D12ui, (6)
Yi = 0 2x(ir),
I =--l--··3C------- · I ---- - _ _5
Xu(t) y(t)us I II
Figure 3: Lifted system G
where A = eAr,B 2 = I(r)B2, and C2 = C2 are constant matrices, and B 1, C 1, Dl and
D12 are linear operators. In our previous notation
_= ., A. _b ·
C2 0 lo
The system S(G, C) is internally stable if for any given initial state (z(O),zx.o), the
state (z(ir), Z,i) goes to 0 exponentially fast as i goes to oo, with tbi(t) = 0 for Vi > 0,0 <
Vt < r. It is easy to see that internal stability of S(G, HI.CS,) implies internal stability of
S(G, C). In fact the converse is trueIll]. This is summarized below.
Proposition 2 The system S(G, HTCS,) is internally stable if and only if S(G, C) is.
By this technique, we can regard the sampled-data system as a LDTI system, possibly
infinite-dimensional. Bamieh and Pearson derive the next proposition on this. It enables
us to relate the stability and the norm of a lifted system to ones of some particular LDTI
system.
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Proposition 3 (Theorem 4 and 6 in [2]) Given a lifted system G in the form of (6),
where A, B1, B 2, C 1, C2 , D11, D 12 are linear operators as:
A: R3 ? R1
B1 : V2[0,)- . R, B 32: RU R"
C1 : C2 [0,)_, T) C 2 : - RY,
bl: c:2[0,7)1 - 2 £[0,T)Z, D12 : -Ru c2,[0, )
Assume IIbdllll2to,r) < and form the matrices
1(I-1 =: TB [ O O ] TB,
[ ] (I,- b)- '[ c b 12 O O ]TCD,
where Eb, CEd are diagonal and nonsingular, and TB, TCD are nonsingular square matrices.
Define a LDTI system
A J1 2'
'J =0 Oi 0 Dx 12
2 O O]
where
: [ [ D 12 := [ , 0 TCD,
A := A + 5BlDl(rI- V l-h)- C,
B2 := BD/(I2-DiDl,)- 12 + B2 , C2 := C2 .
(Note that all the quantities defined above are constant matrices.) Then the following are
equivalent.
* S(G,C) is internally stable and II(,C)ll I C 2ll < 
* S(G, C) is asymptotically stable and I.F(G, C)IIL2 < .
Particularly in the case of Dll = 0 we get:
* S(G, C) is internally stable if and only if S(6, C) is asymptotically stable.
· When stability holds, IIF(G, C)112,oT, = IlF(, c11) .
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When G is defined as (5), it is rare that we have bl = O. However, in that case, all
the operator compositions required can be computed via matrix computations. We have
A = A + ~B.b;l(I -- b D' )-c = r 22(r) r(2l(r)r- 1 (r)r 12(7), (7)
B2 = rB) 1l(I-v 1 Di+)-l12 + B= [D23(7)-rZl(T r \' I)T12(r)]B2,(8),, 2 = ,2 (r)- r-,(¢) ,(
= C 2 = C2, (9)
B;' = B,(Iz - 1 bi)-B; = r2l,()r)(r), (10)
C1= (- Ublb;,)-1 = - 72r-11 (r)rl 2(r), (11)
d,12 = C;( - Dll= l)-1'(,, =-_72rl(r)l 2(r)B2, (12)
D 2D 12 = D 12 (I -D )-D1 2 = 7 2B;[fl12(r)- 1(r)rFl (r))l2(r)] B2 ; (13)
where I(t)= -J eA'ds as before, and
r(t)= rPi(t) r22(t) (] exp [ B 1B T A ' t (14)
rrl (t) r22(tB BIBI' A
~(')= [ "2l(t) "22(t) ] = r(9d, a
(fl)= [ a,,(t) t 12 (t) ] lo (f' r(),dr) da
($(t), f(t) are partitioned conformably with r(t)). Note that the integrations for Pi, b, Q
can be calculated via matrix exponentials using the formula
exp{[ ]t}=[ t IePd 
which is true for any square matrix P. Thus, we can compute T(t) and t(t) using this
formula once, and Q(t) using it twice. The assumption jI1jD1n < 7 guarantees the existence
of rlj(r). See [21 for all the details.
We show the explicit state-space representation of .F(6, C) for later use:
A + B 2D6 2 A2Cc A B1
(_, c) = BC_ ,A 0 =: . (15)C 2 0 0
C 1 + D1 2DcC2 D12C O d0
Actually in the algorithm shown later for computing the norm, we need only A, BB*, C*C
but not 8,C themselves. This means (7)-(13) are enough for the calculation and we do
not have to evaluate B1, C 1, D 12 themselves.
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We conclude this section by discussing how to compute jD011 lI.
The first way is based on the discretization of D 11. Define a 'fast' sampler , :
(continuous elements of ?2[0, r)Z) -* R"L and a holder H,: Rnt' -D C2[0, Tr)W as
S,: (Sn(t))k := (k-) for k = O,... ,n- 1; !(t) E £2[0,r)Z;
H,,: (Hn{tbk})(t):= tbLrj for 0 < t < r; {ibm} E "nf.
And then form a nx nwt matrix S,,D,,1 H by defining its (k, 1) block of size . x w by
fork- 1<0(Sn~llH)^,l := { Cieo (k l) (r/n)Bi for k-<I ' 
where w is a dimension of each tbi, and z is a dimension of a signal i(t). Here we can show
that the maximum singular value of S.D 1 H,, goes to 1 llll as n goes to infinity. Thus
IiD11il can be obtained through the maximum singular value of SnDL11H using a large
enough n.
The second way is to examine the spectrum of b;xDjl. In [15] it is shown that the
operator (I - 1rlDlb) is invertible if and only if the matrix r 11 (r) in (14) is invertible
(or equivalently r 2 2(r) is invertible). Thus we can find the value of IIDl11 by drawing a
graph of the minimum singular value of rll(r) over an appropriate range of 7 and looking
for the biggest 7 which has the minimum singular value of rl 1(r) equal to 0.
4 t 2 Induced Norm of a LDTI System
In this section we present a strong tool for computing the R7- norm of a LDTI system.
This is the discrete counterpart of an analysis method for a LCTI system introduced in [4].
Since the norm of the sampled-data system is given by the norm of an equivalent LDTI
system, this result will be of considerable importance.
Proposition 4 Consider a LDTI system M = [ ] and write its z-transform as
M(z) = C(zI - A)-1 B + D. Suppose A does not have any eigenvalues on the unit circle,
7 > 0 is not a singular value of D, and wo E [0, 27r). Then 7 is a singular value of M(ej 'O)
if and only if det(Pi - ejW ' P 2) = 0, where
[ A +1B(I - D'D DI B(I -D'C D*D)-LB 
1,C*(I DD P2 A' C*D(I - D*D)-B* 
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Proof (Almost the same as Theorem 1 in [4]): Write R = (I-- 7D*D), S = (I- I7 DD*),
respectively.
Let 7y be a singular value of M(eij ° ). Then we have a nonzero u, v such that
M(ej-wo) = Mv, '(ej")v = -u,
that is
{C(ejI - A)-'B + D}u = yv, (16)
.{B'(e-joI - A)-'C· + D'}v = -7u.
Define
r= (A- -ej I)Bu, (17)(17)
s = 1(I -ej_ A')-'C'v,
then we get
-Cr + Du = v,
ewoB7s +D7 = u. (18)
Now solving for u and v in terms of r and s
u 3, - ;C 0 r
-D][I - D] [ O ejw B ][r ](19)
Here note that the assumption on 7 guarantees the existence of the inverse and that
[ r |- 0 holds from the above. From (17)
Bu (A - eiwOI)r[C*v (I- eJ'oA*) s (20)
And from (19) and (20) we get
B 0 -D I -C 0 r (A - ej o I)r
0 C* I -'D 0 ej w B' s = (I - ejw A')s 
It is straightforward to show
-1D I l[ 1 R-1 D* 1
1I --D JY S-1 -DR- 1
Substitute this to get
A [ ejwoI O
0 I - ejo1 A0
10
L ° C LS- DR-' L o i JB |LJ = u
then
A - ej ° I 0 l ,BR- D*C -ejwBR- B* r{ [AI I-ejwAj + [1 4cS-1C -e$G¶1 C*DR-1B* } [] =0,
[ A+ 1 BR-1D*C O I BR-'B ] r 
L C*S-1C I 0 A* + C*DR B (21)
To prove the converse suppose det(P1 - ej" P2) = 0 first. That means (21) holds for
some [r ] 0. Define u,v by (19), then [u 0 follows. Here (19) and (21) are
equivalent to (19) and (20), moreover to (17) and (18). Then (16) is derived. I
The above proposition provides us with a strong tool for obtaining the norm. From
now on let a(P) denote the maximum singular value of a matrix P.
Proposition 5 With the notation of Proposition 4, let M be asymptotically stable (i.e. all
of eigenvalues of A are in the open unit disk). Given 7 > 0 such that 7 is not a singular
value of D and suppose there ezists w E [0, 2X) such that 1 > &(M(ej")). Then IIMll, < -
if and only if a generalized eigenvalue problem det(PI - AP2 ) = 0 has no solution A on the
unit circle.
Proof: As is well known lIMllt = supw.E(0o,2.)(M(ej'))[10]. It is easy to see that the
assumtion on 7 implies that l11MaL < 7 if and only if there is no wo E [0, 2r) such that
M(ejw° ) has 7 as its singular value. Now Proposition 4 is applicable and gives the desired
result immediately. I
Proposition 5 is immediately applicable to a LDTI system S((!, C). In this case
A[i Sj] P 2 =[ ]B, (22)
with the notation of (15).
5 Algorithm
Next, an algorithm for computing IIF(G, H.CSI)II = IIF(G, C)lI is proposed.
Algorithm:
11
1 7l := tlDn i;
2 if S(O, C) is internally stable
3 then 7u := (upper bound for IlF(G, C)II)
4 else output 'S(G, HCS.) is not internally stable' and exit;
5 while '7u- 7L > e7L do {
6 r := (7rL + -r)/2;
7 form A, BB',C*C of S(6,C) using current 7 and (7)-(13);
8 if S((, C) is asymptotically stable then {
9 if &(.F(6, C)(e$i)) < 7 for some particular w E [0, 2ir), say 0, then {
10 form (P 1, P 2 ) via (22);
11 if det(P1 - AP2) = 0 has no solution A on the unit circle
12 then 7u := 7 /* 1IF(G, H-CS,)JI < 7 */
13 else 7L := 7; /* Il(G,HTCST)Il > 7 /
}
14 else 7L := 7; /* 11J:(G, HCS,.)l > 7 */
}
15 else L := Y; /* IlF(G, H. CS.)II > 7 *1
}
16 output 7;
end.
Suppose for the time being that we can process lines 2-4 in some way. Then the validity
of the algorithm can be shown as follows.
Proposition 6 Consider the sampled-data system S(G, H.rCS,) defined by (1)-(4) and
assume Dll, D12, D 21, D22 = O. Then the above algorithm judges the internal stability of
S(G, H.CS.) and gives its norm if stable.
Proof: We will see afterwards lines 2-4 can be carried out.
Line 7 is valid because 7 > [ll[b11 there. To do line 8 check if the all eigenvalues of .A
are in the open unit disk.
In lines 11-13, Proposition 5 is applicable on S(4, C) (all the assumptions are satisfied).
Then in the case of line 12, II.F(6, C)II < 7 is derived and hence II.F(G, C)II < 7 holds by
Proposition 3 since S(d, C) is asymptotically stable. In the case of line 13, IIF(G, C)II > 7
and then 11F(G, C)I > 7 follows by the same proposition because S(G, C) is internally
stable.
In line 14, note that TIF(G, C)II = supE,,O,2,) &(F'(G, C)(jw)) because of the asymptotic
stability. Here ('F(6, C)(jw)) > y for some w thus 117(G, C)[l > y holds. Then by the
same argument as before IIF(G, C)II > 7- follows.
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In line 15, 'F(, C) is not asymptotically stable. So we can use Proposition 3 in the
same way again to get k11(G, C)Hj > A.
This verifies the claim.
Two points should be supplemented.
1) To check if C(F(4(, )(eji)) < f we note
ia('(Ct,c)(ej"))l2 = la(C(ejwI - A)-'B)l2
= -(C(el A)-lsBB(e-jI - 4A')-1C')
= ((ej-I- A)-'B(-(e-jwI- A)-C*C),
where A(.) denotes the maximum eigenvalue. Hence this needs only A, BB*, CC again.
2) We have to show how to process lines 2-4 of the algorithm.
Note that
A |B 1 B2
?(,G,c) = bl + 'F( C o Db12, C). (23)
IC2 0 0
Then apply the procedure of Proposition 3 and transform the first variable of the second
term. We write its result as
[A 0 0 Blo B2 A + B2oDec2 0o B 20C O 
F(I•C'lo 0 0 Djo ,C)= Bc L 4 0 A[ B] 
LC•20 0 0 dlo + 1o2oDC 2o lo2 0Cc o d
Here
AL = A=eA" , (24)
B20 = B2 = i(r)B2 , (25)
o20 = C 2 =C 2 , (26)
BloB;, o==' = j eA(T'-)BBeA (t"- )ds, (27)
CCo= C, o C1 c,= e AccCle ds, (28)
;oD,120 = C'D12 = j eAC 1 l* i(s)B2,ds, (29)
D120,D 20 = D;,2, = B;I'(s) C l C1 (s)SB2ds. (30)
We cannot use the operator composition formulas (7)-(13) this time, however, this is
the special case of Proposition 3 (Di, = 0). So by the eigenvalues of Ao we can judge
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internal stability of S(G, C) and it is equivalent to internal stability of S(G, HI,CS,) by
Proposition 2.
Now if internal stability holds then I.TF(G, C)jj is finite by Proposition 1 and 2. Evaluate
the norm in (23) and use the norm equality in the special case of Proposition 3 to get
A o b 2 I
(G·7~0,C~ll < ||Dllll +lj I1 Cl 0 b12 ,C)II
L 2 0 0
.· /),~~Ao , B20
-- : = 11b,111 + 11~l( Clo 0 b,20 ,C)II
o 20 0 d
[O BO
i= Hb 1 ll+ [L 80 Id (31)
Moreover we can bound the second term of (31) by the Hankel singular values[14] as
[<]dll a~o ~ < 2 Ea i
< 2Vn/tr(W.Wo). (32)
Here eom are the Hankel singular values of the system [A L , n is a dimension of
Ao, and W,, WO are the controllability and observability Grammians, respectively. It is
known that We and Wo are the unique solutions of
AoWA + BoB = W, (33)
A;Wo.A4 + CoCo = Wo,
respectively, when all the eigenvalues of Ao are in the open unit disk[13].
In short, to obtain the upper bound, first calculate Ao, BoB, COCo using (24)-(30), then
find the unique solutions of (33), and use (31) and (32).
Here the integrations in (27)-(30) can be obtained via matrix exponentials again. Let
us write
1(t) 12(t) ]:= exp [- B B0 ( 22(t) 0 A* ,
All(t) A12(t) A 13 (t) A14 (t) 1 - A* I 0 0
0 A 22(t) A23(t) A 24(t) . 0 -A' CC 
0 0 A33(t) A34(t) 0 0 A B21 t
0 0 0 A44(t) 10 0 0 0
14
r r I I I I I ,, ut) " I
Figure 4: Example
where the matrices in the left hand sides are partitioned conformably with ones in the right
hand sides. Then from [23] we have
(27) = O22 (r)0 12(r),
(28) = A;3(T)A2 3 (r),
(29) = A; 3(r)A24 (r),
(30) = B;A; 3(r)A1 4 (r) + A 4 (r)A33(r)B2 .
Now the desired problem is solved completely.
6 Example
In this section we show how the algorithm works using an easy example.
Suppose the system in Figure 4. Here we like to do a digital proportional feedback
control on an unstable LCTI plant P (l_- in Laplace transform) using a LDTI controller
C (a multiplication of k). Our purpose is to evaluate C2 induced norm of the operator from
a disturbance w(t) to an output y(t) in order to investigate the performance robustness of
the system.
We can formalize the system to the form of Figure 1 by defining a generalized plant G
as a operator from (t) to y(t) is,
G = _p _p 0 0
-1 0 0
Then our aim is to compute )I.lF(G,H.CST)II (= II.F(G,C)11). So we can put A = B1 =
B2 = C1 = , C2 = -1, A = Bc = C, = 0, and D, = k.
From now on, we assume that the sampling period r = 1 and a controller gain k = 1.873.
First, we have to compute jiDn11 . Using one of two methods proposed in Section 3 we
have tldill: = 1.000. So we put a lower bound YL = 1.000 (line 1).
Next, we form AO, BoBg,CoCo through (24)-(30). The result is
Ao = L o0 0 ' BoBo= 0 0 'O 0 0 '
-0.5001 0], B.B [3.195 0] ;eo=[0. 35 0]
Because both of the two eigenvalues of Ao are in the unit disc, S(O, C) is (or equivalently
S(G, H,CS,) is) internally stable (line 2).
Substituting the above matrices to (33), we have
[4.260 0 ] W 0.4314 0]
(Actually we can obtain them through solving just scaler equations.) Now we have an
upper bound for 11F(G, C)II:
7r = lbIllll + 2/2 2tr(WWo) = 4.834
(line 3).
Here we finish preparation and enter the bisection loop of the algorithm.
Put 7 = (yL + 7u)/2 = 2.917 and form A, BB', C'C via (7)-(13) (line 6,7). After some
calculation we have
A= [-0.4782 0 ], BB 3.595 0], CC [ 3264 0
0 0 0 0 0 ' ' = 0
(line 9). Judging from the eigenvalues of A, S(G,C) is asymptotically stable. And we
have
&(.F(6,C)(eiJo)) =- {>((I- A)-'BB'(I- A)-1C¢ C)} /
= 0.7328
< 7.
Furthermore, A, satisfying det(Pi - AP2 ) = 0, are -0.5921, -1.6890, 0, co, where P1, P2
are formed according to (22) (line 11). So we conclude ljF(G, HCS.)II < 7, put au := 7
(line 12), go back to the beginning of the loop, and proceed as before to compute the norm.
For example, we have IIF(G, H.CS,)II = 2.110 with four digits precision.
Figure 5 shows how II.F(G, HCST)II changes depending on the sampling period r, when
-0'5 0 ] For ompaisonk is chosen to be (er+0.5)/(er-1) in order to fix Ao equal to [ 0 ]. For comparison
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Figure 5: Dependency of the norms on a sampling period; (a) Norms of the sampled-data
system and its zero-order hold discrete-time equivalent, (b) Ratio of the two norms
we also show the £2 induced norm of the operator from utw to yj in Figure 6. Note that
this system can be dealt with as purely LDTI because Pd (= S,PHI.) is LDTI. This Pd is
called the 'zero-order hold discrete-time equivalent' of P and often used for a design and
an analysis of a sampled-data system[12]. We can see in Figure 5(a) that a performance
robustness of the sampled-data system gets worse as we use a longer sampling period, and
in Figure 5(b) that the discrete-time equivalent does not give a good approximation when
a sampling period is long.
WiPd
I I
Figure 6: Approximation using a zero-order hold discrete-time equivalent
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7 Conclusion
An algorithm to compute the L2 induced norm of a certain type of a sampled-data system
is shown. This uses only matrix computations in its main part such as matrix exponentials
and inverses, combined with a bisection algorithm.
It should be noted that when implementing this algorithm, numerical round-off errors
resulting from the matrix computations can be quite critical (see (16]). For such compu-
tations, the recent self-validating numerical computation will be quite useful[20, 21].
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